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___ Academy "Application and Design the practical needs of the period and scientific achievements of the epoch" and the VI
All-Russian scientific workshop "Practical Application of the Current World Information Technology" in "The XXII AllRussian scientific and practical conference of researchers of IT-IT "Young minds "World ideas "2013" No. 1" held on April 28,
2013-idard-mini-newgen-241-baiyudy amon-798-zxc-m-c "Experimental project of communication and the prevention of the
spread of information in accordance with the principles of positive cyberspace "DIVERSITY" (www.diversity.ag) has been
launched in 2013. "Diversity" is a public communication and information project with the following two goals - to promote the
best scientific and practical, encourage public discussion and dialogue, to create conditions for effective interaction of
representatives of various entities of civil society, management and state administration, to encourage the creation of the
practice of positive use of the Internet. In 2013, the journal "Diversity" and its website was created. The journal publishes
articles on the following topics: managing Internet and WWW, managing WWW, system of interaction with experts, the
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development of tools, software. The initial list of articles, which will be published in the journal, is available in the journal
"Diversity" and on its website (www.diversity.ag)." We share "Diversity" with all readers who are interested in this topic. At the
same time, we wish success to all participants, who share ideas and use their experience, and welcome the authors of your
articles. 7.4.2014 "Our project of scientific experiments with the use of directed energy weapons is progressing on a stable and
satisfactory basis. We strive to draw attention to the possible negative consequences of the development of directed energy
weapons. We believe that the most serious danger is posed by the possible spreading of such weapons, because of the absence of
a direct source of information about the exact extent and influence of their use. Based on the results of experiments on the use
of directed energy weapons for the purposes of riot control, we estimate that about 5% of the bullets fired for the purpose of
riot control has the characteristics of a directed energy weapon. We believe that the possible consequences of the use of directed
energy weapons, including their spread is a major threat to human health and the development of nuclear arms could intensify
this threat. We also believe that the possible spread of directed energy weapons is a 82157476af
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